Chameleon BI announces launch of data storage and analytics solution designed to maximize
staffing companies’ efficiency and growth.
Chameleon BI provides a platform enabling easier access to all of your data, and empowering smarter decision making
and streamlined, accelerated growth for staffing companies.
Kirkland, WA, August 3, 2022 – Chameleon BI, a Seattle area tech startup, has launched a data storage and analytics
solution designed to help staffing companies achieve growth by providing them with direct insight into their data.
Chameleon BI was created from a need felt by sister company, Chameleon Technologies, a well-established IT staffing
and consulting organization, for better access to data from all of their disparate systems in order to make more informed
business decisions.
Big data is making an impact in all industries, and the staffing industry is no different. Harnessing the power of your data
is especially important as we face a potential downturn in the economy. In fact, according to Gartner, business success is
now tied to how efficiently data is managed and how quickly businesses can respond to change. Fast data access is
transformational, and being able to make timely decisions can hugely help or hinder businesses.
Many staffing organizations spend countless hours analyzing data from various systems like ATS, CRM, back-office,
financial, marketing, etc. in order to create reliable reports to effectively run the business and manage employees’
production. Chameleon BI now offers a solution to bridge all data sources, and creates insightful dashboards and reports,
giving organizations full control of and access to their data, and a clear dashboard of KPIs to run and grow their
businesses.
And it’s not only big business decisions impacted by easy access to data. Staffing agencies can help their employees work
more efficiently and effectively by tracking recruitment metrics like time to fill, interview to hire ratio, applicant drop-off
rate, candidate net promoter score, cost to fill, and many others. Recruitment metrics like these are key to evaluating the
health and effectiveness of the recruiting process, and help determine where your recruiters should spend their time to
maximize productivity.
“Intuition has always been important in growing a business,” says Chameleon BI founder and CEO Melissa Acton-Buzard.
“But with Chameleon BI, you don’t have to rely on your gut - You can make confident business decisions at every level of
your organization based on data you can trust.”
For more information on Chameleon BI’s new solutions for staffing agencies, visit http://www.chameleonbi.net.
###
About Chameleon BI
Chameleon BI helps staffing companies achieve growth by providing them with direct insight into their data. We help
every member of the team perform at a higher level through near real-time data analytics. And with accurate reporting
from one consolidated data source, Chameleon BI’s solutions empower organizations to hit numbers faster and more
efficiently, and to make more confident, effective business decisions.
Learn more at http://www.chameleonbi.net.
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